
Energy Efficiency Solutions With No Upfront Capital

Retrofit for Efficiency and Stability
This unique award-winning solution provides an opportunity to 

pay for these conservation measures—with no upfront capital—

through monthly charges that appear on your competitive 

power or gas supply bill from Constellation.  You can realize 

cost savings through a reduction in consumption and an 

improved load profile, which will positively impact future energy 

costs and the ability to meet environmental goals over time.

Constellation and Rich Energy Solutions are 

working together to provide building assessments 

with the ability to fund energy conservation 

measures in support of organizational and 

environmental goals.

For most businesses, energy is one of the top five expenses 

affecting bottom lines. It can be challenging however to 

effectively manage usage, identify the right efficiency upgrades, 

and find the best payment structure for executing projects in a 

way that will help your business achieve its energy goals. That’s 

why Constellation created Efficiency Made Easy® (EME)—a 

solution that can play an integral role in achieving your 

strategic financial and environmental goals.

As you think about your electricity or natural gas supply 

requirements, imagine reducing your total energy budget 

and usage at the same time through high-impact energy 

conservation measures.  With EME, our team of experts will 

identify and retrofit for efficiency measures.

To learn how much YOU CAN SAVE, contact: 

Jim Rich - Jim@RichEnergySolutions.com 

Call: 888-718-RICH (7424)
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Company Description
The Rich family of Rich Energy Solutions, LLC. (RES) has provided 

mechanical construction and energy saving solutions since 1918. RES has 

assisted clients in all industries to deploy EME and help reduce energy 

costs, as well as greatly improve customer lighting and mechanical 

systems leading to improved comfort, safety and productivity.

RES conducts free, no-obligation building assessments to qualified 

customers to develop a cost savings analysis, system design, and 

provides turnkey installation of all energy conservation measures. RES 

has energy conservation experience ranging from small to large HVAC 

efficiency upgrades, wireless building management systems, and LED 

lighting system upgrades to large-scale projects such as displacing city 

steam and co-generation plants and much more. 

Products to Help You Buy, Manage and Use Your Energy

Electricity 
•  Fixed Price Solutions

•  Secured Solutions

•  Flexible Index Solutions

•  Block Solutions

•  Peak Load Management 

•  Minimize Volatile Pricing (MVPe) Program

•  Information to Implementation (i2i) 

•  Transparency Product

•  Custom Forecast Solution

•  MarketWatch

Natural Gas
•  SmartPortfolio Program

•  Minimize Volatile Pricing (MVP) Program

•  Manage Portfolio Service (MPS) Program

•  Energy Manager

•  Fixed Price

•  Fixed Basis

•  NYMEX Lock

•  Index

CPower Load Response
•  Automated Load Control

•  Demand Response

•  Ancillary Services

•  Economic Programs

Renewable Energy
•Solar

•  Renewable Energy Certificates (RECs)

•  Carbon-Free Product

•  Generation Development

Energy Efficiency
•  HVAC Infrastructure

•  Building Automation & Analytics

•  Lighting & Controls

•  Water Conservation 

•  Retro-Commissioning

•  Measurement & Verification (M&V) Services

•  Efficiency Made Easy

“ Before the mechanical and lighting upgrades, the air conditioning unit never stopped running. Now it 
cycles off regularly. The improved light levels have really helped our quality and inspection process, as 
well as production.”

Rick Adkins 
Quality Control Manager, Kingsbury Inc.




